Purpose: To study anisometropia of spherical equivalent and astigmatism from the onset of myopia at school age to adulthood. Methods: A total of 240 myopic schoolchildren (mean age 10.9 years), with no previous spectacles, were recruited during 1983-1984 to a randomized 3-year clinical trial of bifocal treatment of myopia. Examinations with subjective cyclopedic refraction were repeated 3 years later (follow-up 1) for 238 subjects and thereafter at the mean ages of 23.2 (follow-up 2) and 33.9 years (follow-up 3) for 178 and 134 subjects. After exclusions, the 102 subjects who attended all three follow-ups were included in the analyses. Corneal refractive power and astigmatism and anterior chamber depth was measured with Pentacam topography and axial length with IOL master at study end. Prevalence and changes in anisometropia of spherical equivalent (AnisoSE) and astigmatism (AnisoAST) and their relationships with refractive and axial measures were studied. Results: Mean (AESD) of spherical equivalent (SE), AnisoSE and AnisoAST increased from baseline to follow-up end from À1.44 AE 0.57 D to À5.11 AE 2.23 D, from 0.28 AE 0.30 D to 0.68 AE 0.69 D and from 0.14 AE 0.18 D to 0.37 AE 0.36 D, respectively. Prevalence of AnioSE, ≥1 D, increased from 5% to 22.6% throughout follow-up. Higher AnisoSE was associated with SE in the less myopic eye at baseline and at follow-up 1, and with SE in the more myopic eye in follow-ups 2 and 3 in adulthood. At study end, AnisoSE was associated with the interocular difference in axial length (AL) (r = 0.612, p < 0.001) but not with the interocular difference in corneal refraction (CR) (r = À0.122, p = 0.266). In cases of low AnisoSE(≤1.00 D), the negative correlation between the real interocular differences (value of right eye minus value of left eye) in CR and AL (r = À0.427, p < 0.001) decreased the influence of the interocular difference in AL on AnisoSE, causing emmetropization in AnisoSE. The interocular difference in corneal astigmatism was the main factor associated with AnisoAST (r = 0.231, p = 0.020). No significant relationship was found between AnisoAST and level of SE. Conclusion: Anisometropia of the spherical equivalent (AnisoSE) increased along with the myopic progression and at study end was mainly associated with the interocular difference in AL. AnisoAST was mainly explained by the interocular difference in corneal astigmatism. In cases with low AnisoSE (≤1.0 D), the interrelationship between CR and AL decreased AnisoSE causing emmetropization in AnisoSE.
Introduction
Anisometropia of the spherical equivalent (AnisoSE) is due to the difference in the spherical equivalent (SE) between the right and left eyes, and anisoastigmatism (AnisoAST) due to the difference in the level of refractive astigmatism (AST). The clinical consequences of higher AnisoSE and AnisoAST are difficulties in fusion and asthenopic symptoms due to aniseikonia. AnisoSE and AnisoAST are also significant causes of amblyopia (Maconachie et al. 2013; Høeg et al. 2014 ).
Several factors have been shown to be associated with AnisoSE (Vincent et al. 2014) . Anisometropia of the spherical equivalent (AnisoSE) has been shown to increase with age among children (Hu et al. 2016 ) and among elderly subjects (Attebo et al. 1999; Guzowski et al. 2003; Hashemi et al. 2011; Ostadimoghaddam et al. 2012) . There is strong evidence for the axial nature of anisometropia (Troilo 1922; Hashemi et al. 2013) , and thus, the association of anisometropia with myopia found in many studies is reasonable (Olsen et al. 2007; Hu et al. 2016 ). Other components of ocular biometrics, such as corneal power, lens opacity, lens power and anterior chamber depth, have also been shown to be related to anisometropia (Hashemi et al. 2013 ). These studies have not taken into account the lateralities of the different interocular differences affecting refraction and anisometropia. The study by P€ arssinen et al. (2016) among elderly females was the first to demonstrate an emmetropization process based on the balance between corneal refraction and axial length which continued to affect elderly females, decreasing the solitary influence of interocular difference in corneal refraction or axial length on AnisoSE.
Both eyes share an identical genetic background and the influence of environmental factors on each also appears to be equal. In a few cases, however, a congenital difference in refractive power between the eyes is sufficient to cause amblyopia. However, the ultimate mechanisms leading to the development of refraction from symmetry to asymmetry between the eyes remain unknown.
The main aim of this study was to examine changes in AnisoSE and AnisoAST among myopic subjects from the onset of myopia at school age into adulthood. Also studied were the associations of AnisoSE and AnisoAST and changes in these with refractive and biometric measures.
Materials and Methods

Study subjects
This study subjects initially comprised 240 myopic schoolchildren with a mean age of 10.9 (later 11), range 8-12 years, recruited during the years 1983-1984 to a randomized clinical trial of treatment for myopia. Children from basic education grades III and V with poor distant vision at screening were sent for an ophthalmological examination. All participants were Finnish born and resident in the Central Hospital of the Central Finland Health Care District. The main inclusion criteria were spherical refraction (SR) >À3 D, AST ≥À2 D, spherical equivalent (SE) ≥À3 D, no other eye diseases and no previous glasses for myopia. The inclusion and exclusion criteria have been described in more detail earlier (Hemminki & P€ arssinen 1987) . A total of 119 boys and 121 girls were randomly allocated to three different treatment groups according to the recommended use of spectacles: continuous use, only for distant use and bifocals with a 1.75 D add. An annual examination was conducted for 3 years. The follow-up after the 3-year treatment trial, here follow-up 1, at the mean age of 13.9 years, was conducted for 238 subjects (P€ arssinen & Lyyra 1993) . The next clinical follow-up (follow-up 2) was conducted about 13 years after the baseline for 179 (74.6%) subjects (P€ arssinen 2000). The mean age of the subjects at that examination was 23.7 (later 24) years, ranging from 20 to 26 years. The last clinical examination (follow-up 3) was performed for 134 (55.3%) subjects (P€ arssinen et al. 2014) . The mean age of the subjects at the follow-up 3 was 34.4 years (range 26-39, later 34). All the clinical examinations were performed by the same ophthalmologist (author OP).
Exclusions and inclusions
Two subjects had been diagnosed with keratoconus and hence were excluded. In one subject at follow-up 3, the childhood SEs, À3.00 D and À2.75 D, had changed to hyperopic refraction, SE +1.13 D and +0.25 D, in the right eye and left eye, respectively. This individual suffered from thyroid and parathyroid insufficiency and sarcoidosis, and was on cortisone, thyroxin and calcium medications, and thus also excluded. In 17 cases, refractive surgery was performed between follow-ups 2 and 3 and these cases were excluded. The analyses conducted in this study included only subjects who participated in all the follow-ups. After exclusions, 102 subjects, 44 males and 58 females, were included. No significant differences were observed between those included in this study and non-participants/exclusions in age at baseline (p = 0.349, independent-samples t-test, 2-tailed), in SE of the right eye (p = 0.733), in SE of the left eye (p = 0.635) or in AnisoSE (p = 0.349).
Clinical examination
Subjective refraction, by the fogging method, was performed at baseline and at follow-up about 45 min after applying two drops of 1% cyclopentolate hydrochloride ( 
Statistical methods
The variables were examined for normality and distribution (KolmogorovSmirnov test, Skewness, Kurtosis). Means and standard deviations (SD) are reported for continuous variables in text and in tables. Within-pair analyses were used for testing differences between the right and left eyes. Paired samples Student's t-test was used for normally distributed continuous variables (e.g. Real Aniso variables) and the Wilcoxon signed rank test for nonnormally distributed variables (e.g. Aniso variables). Gender differences in the Aniso variables were tested by the Mann-Whitney U-test. The associations between continuous and normally distributed variables (e.g. Real Aniso variables) were analysed using Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficients. In the case of non-normally distributed variables (e.g., Aniso variables), the associations were analysed by Spearman's rank correlation coefficients. Statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS statistics 22.0 software. The level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05 (two-sided).
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Central Hospital of Central Finland. Our research adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Results
There were no significant gender differences (43% males and 57% females) in AnisoSR, AnisoAST or AnisoSE at baseline or during follow-up. Thus, the following analyses are for both genders combined.
No significant differences in SE between the right and left eyes were observed throughout the follow-up. Some clinically small, but statistically significant differences between the means of the right and left eyes were found in spherical refraction ( Table 1 shows the mean and maximum values for AnisoSR, AnisoAST and AnisoSE and the respective means for SR, AST and SE of the right eye at baseline and at all three follow-ups.
The mean values of all these variables increased significantly up to follow-up 2, at the mean age of 23.7 years. Thereafter, the changes were smaller and those of AnisoSR and AnisoSE were non-significant. The increase in AnisoAST between follow-ups 2 and 3, from 0.27 D to 0.37 D, was significant (p = 0.003, Wilcoxon signed rank test). The annual increase in AnisoSE between baseline and follow-up 1 was 0.06 D, and between follow-ups 1 and 2, it was 0.02 D. The annual increase in AnisoAST was also steeper during the first years of follow-up. The total increase in SE during follow-up was 3.71 AE 2.14 D in the right eye and À3.63 AE 1.98 D in the left eye. The analyses of the changes in AnisoSR and AnisoSE performed with the different variables used in this study yielded very similar results, and thus, the next section presents the results for AnisoSE and AnisoAST only.
Changes and distribution of anisometropia of spherical equivalent and astigmatism The laterality of AnisoSE did not, with one exception, change from baseline to follow-up end. In the exception, a subject with low myopia, the SE values were at baseline À1.25/À0.75 D and at follow-up end À0.25/À0.88 D.
From baseline to follow-up end, AnisoAST was within AE0.25 D in 62.7% of cases, decreased by À0.5 D in 4.9% of cases and increased by ≥0.5 D in 32.4% of cases. The greatest increase, 1.25 D, was observed in 2% of cases. Table 3 shows the distribution of AnisoSE at baseline and at the mean ages of the subjects at the subsequent follow-ups. AnisoSE values of ≥1.0 D were found in 4.9% of cases at baseline and in 10.0%, 20.7% and 22.6% of cases at follow-ups 1-3, respectively. Table 4 shows the relationships between AnisoAST and AnisoSE with AST of the least and most astigmatic eye and with SE of the least and most myopic eye. It is a reasonable finding that AnisoAST had a significant association with the level of astigmatism of the most astigmatic eye. No significant Table 1 . Means (AESD) of spherical refraction (SR), astigmatism (AST) and spherical equivalent (SE) of right eye, and interocular differences in spherical refraction (AnisoSR), astigmatism (AnisoAST) and spherical equivalent (AnisoSE) at baseline and at follow-ups, together with maximum values of interocular differences. relationship was found between AnisoAST and amount of SE. At study end, the correlations between AnisoAST and the mean CR of the right and left eyes (r = 0.155, p = 0.119) and with the respective mean (value) of AL (r = À0.095, p = 0.344) were non-significant.
Relationship of anisometropia with refraction values
At baseline, the lower the level of myopia in the less ametropic eye, the higher the amount of AnisoSE. The corresponding correlation at follow-up 1 was smaller, but still significant. At the follow-ups during adulthood, the correlations changed so that the higher the amount of myopia in the most myopic eye, the higher the amount of AnisoSE.
From baseline to follow-up 1, the higher the myopic progression, the lower the baseline value of AnisoSE (r = 0.231, p = 0.020). Thereafter, no significant correlation was found between AnisoSE and myopic progression at the three follow-ups. The correlation between AnisoSE at baseline with myopic progression throughout the follow-up (change in mean SE of right and left eyes) was non-significant (r = 0.061, p = 0.540). There was also no significant correlation between the change in AnisoSE and the change in SE (mean of right and left eyes) throughout the follow-up (r = À0.120, p = 0.230, Spearman) (Fig. 1) .
Interdependencies of absolute and real interocular differences Table 5 shows the interdependencies between AnisoSE and AnisoAST with the absolute values of the interocular differences in mean corneal refraction (AnisoCR), corneal astigmatism (AnisoCAST), anterior chamber depth (AnisoACD) and axial length (AnisoAL) at study end. AnisoSE was mainly connected with AnisoAL and less but significantly with AnisoACD (which is part of AnisoAL). AnisoAST showed a significant correlation only with Aniso-CAST. Table 6 shows the correlations between the real interocular differences (value of right eye minus value of left eye) for SE and AST (RealAnisoSE and RalAnisoAST) and the respective real differences in the corneal refractive and ocular biometric measures (RealAnisoCR, RealAnisoCAST, RealAnisoACD and RealAnisoAL) at study end. Significant correlations were Tables 4 and 5 revealed a significant correlation between RealAnisoSE and RealAnisoAST, while the corresponding correlation between the absolute values was non-significant. Comparison of the interocular differences in SE and AL showed a higher correlation between the real values than between the absolute values. Similarly, the correlation between the real interocular differences in AST and CAST was higher than the corresponding correlation between the absolute values.
Emmetropization and anisometropia
At study end, a marked difference was observed in the correlation between the real values of the interocular differences in CR and AL, depending on the amount of AnisoSE. In the cases of low AnisoSE (≤1.00 D), the negative correlation was highly significant (r = À0.427, p < 0.001) ( Fig. 2A) . In the remaining cases, where AnisoSE was >1.00 D, the correlation was non-significant (r = 0.077, p = 0.769) (Fig. 2B) .
In the cases ( Fig. 2A ) with low AnisoSE, higher CR in the right eye was associated with lower AL in the right eye and vice versa, thus decreasing AnisoSE and causing an emmetropic effect on AnisoSE. In the cases with higher AnisoSE (Fig. 2B) , such an effect was no longer present.
When the real interocular difference in CR was compared with that in ACD, no significant correlation was found (r = 0.152, p = 0.127). When the same variables were analysed in the cases of low (≤1.0 D) AnisoSE at study end, the correlation did neither reach the level of significance (r = 0.081, p = 0.466).
Discussion
In our study, mean AnisoSE at the onset of myopia at the mean age of 11 years was 0.28 AE 0.30 D. The COMET study (Deng & Gwiazda 2012; Deng et al. 2014 ) investigated changes in anisometropia with myopia progression in children aged 6 to <12 years who were followed up for 13 years. Mean AnisoSE at the beginning of their study was 0.24 AE 0.22 D, which is close to the values in ours. The mean baseline AnisoSE of 0.29 AE 0.46 D reported among Singaporean 7-to 9-year-old schoolchildren, followed up for 3 years, was also similar (Tong et al. 2006) . The 3-year cumulative incidence rate of anisometropia at least 1.0 D in their study was 7.55%. In our study, the prevalence the prevalence of AnisoSE at the study end was 22.6%, whereas it in the COMET study after 13-year follow-up was only 10%. One of the main differences between the COMET study and ours concerns the exclusion criteria. In the COMET study, cases of anisometropia of ≤1 D were excluded from the follow-up, and thus, 10% prevalence in their study show the cumulative incidence of anisometropia of 1 D or more during the follow-up. Table 5 . Correlations (Spearman) for absolute values of interocular differences in astigmatism (AnisoAST) and spherical equivalent (AnisoSE) with AnisoAST and absolute values of interocular differences in mean corneal refraction (AnisoCR), corneal astigmatism (AnisoCAST), anterior chamber depth (AnisoACD) and axial length (AnisoAL) at study end.
AnisoSE
AnisoAST Anisometropia has been shown to be associated with myopia (Vincent et al. 2014; Hu et al. 2016 ), which, due to the differences in refraction between the studies, would obviously also cause differences in the prevalence of anisometropia. For example, in Larsson et al. (2015) , the prevalence of myopia in 10-year-old children was 7.8% and the prevalence of anisometropia of ≥1 D only 1%, whereas in our study at baseline the prevalence of anisometropia of ≥1 D was 5%, and in the study by Hendricks et al. (2009) among Dutch schoolchildren aged 11-13 years, a myopia prevalence was 28% and anisometropia of >1.00 D was 4.6%.
Parallel with many other studies, myopic progression in our subjects was significantly faster during the first years, gradually decreasing thereafter (P€ arssinen et al. 2014) . A similar tendency was found in this study in the progression of AnisoSE. During the first 3 years, the annual progression of AnisoSE was 0.06, and during the next 10 years 0.02/year, after which no significant increase in mean AnisoSE was observed. In Qin et al. (2005) , anisometropia was also relatively stable between the ages of 20 and 40 years. In the follow-up study of Deng et al. (2014) , the increase in anisometropia gradually decreased and in parallel with the change in the mean interocular difference in AL. In our study, the interocular differences in ACD and in AL were both significantly associated with AnisoSE, confirming the results of earlier studies that spherical anisometropia is mainly axial (Tong et al. 2006; Hashemi et al. 2013) .
In our study, the lower the level of myopia in the less myopic eye at baseline, the higher the AnisoSE at follow-up 1. In Deng & Gwiazda (2012) , at ages 12-15 the degree of anisometropia was also significantly associated with the refractive error of the less ametropic eye, with and without adjustment for the relevant covariates. In our study, the connection between AnisoSE and SE changed at the two adulthood follow-ups, the refractive error of the more myopic eye now being associated with higher AnisoSE. Thus, during the first years after the onset of myopia, the increase in myopia, for some reason in some subjects, was slower in one eye than the average increase in the other eye, thus causing anisometropia. At the two adulthood follow-ups, the correlations changed, AnisoSE was associated with the SE of more myopic eye. At least part of that change in correlation between AnisoSE and SE of less or more myopic eye can be explained by reference to cases where AnisoSE decreased between the follow-ups. We also found a significant balance between the real interocular differences in CR and AL ( Fig. 2A) , causing an emmetropic effect on lower (≤1 D) values of AnisoSE. Thus, it can be suggested that at the beginning of myopic progression, an increase in AnisoSE of up to around 1 D can be held in check by the balance between CR and AL (emmetropization), after which the increase in AnisoSE is mainly due to the increase in AL in the more myopic eye.
The significant correlation between AnisoAST and amount of astigmatism of more astigmatic eye found in our study is self-evident. In contrast to some other studies (Yamashita et al. 1999; Hu et al. 2016) , in our study no significant connection was observed between AnisoAST and SE, in either the less or more myopic eye. Hu et al. (2016) studied 4-to 18-year-old children and found that cylindrical anisometropia increased with higher refractive anisometropia and greater myopic refractive and higher corneal astigmatism. The results of the studies by Yamashita et al. (1999) and P€ arssinen et al. (2016) among elderly females were parallel with the results of Hu et al. The wider range in age and refraction and significantly greater number of cases in the study by Yamashita et al. (1999) and Hu et al. (2016) discrepancies between these studies. At follow-up end, no significant correlation between AnisoAST and CR was found in our study. This is in contrast to the results reported by Nangia et al. (2010) . Their subjects' age was 30 years and older and the prevalence of myopia (>0.5 D) was only 17%. These factors may explain the differences between these studies. The significant correlation between the interocular difference in corneal astigmatism and AnisoAST found in our study is reasonable and analogous with the findings of other studies (Vincent et al. 2014; Hu et al. 2016) . However, the considerably higher correlation between the real values of the interocular differences in refractive and corneal astigmatism as compared with the respective absolute values (Tables 5 and 6) indicates that a significant proportion of AnisoAST would depend also on factors other than AnisoCAST alone.
Comparison of the real interocular differences (taking into account the lateralities) in CR and AL showed the influence of emmetropization on low anisometropia (AnisoSE ≤1.0 D). The effects on anisometropia of the real interocular difference in AL and CR were opposite, and in combination decreased AnisoSE. Emmetropization is a well-known phenomenon in the development of refraction. Eye growth is generally quite tightly regulated, leading to a balance between CR and AL. This process is taught to be driven largely by retinal defocus (Mahroo et al. 2015) . Usually, CR does not change in adulthood and the increase in AL is mainly due to the progression of myopia.
In our study, the negative correlation between the real interocular differences in CR and AL means that emmetropization continues to have an influence on AnisoSE of up to around 1 D in adulthood, but this is not sufficient in cases of higher anisometropia. No significant correlation was observed between the real interocular differences in CR and ACD. That would locate the emmetropization precess behind ACD. A recent study among elderly females revealed an effect of emmetropization on anisometropia (P€ arssinen et al. 2016) . The mean age of the female subjects was 71.3 years and myopic refraction was present 12.9% and 11.6% of the right and left eyes. In the experiment reported by Zhong et al. (2004) , hyperopic anisometropia was induced in seven adolescent rhesus monkeys by photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) with an excimer laser. Six of the seven monkeys showed a systematic reduction in the degree of anisometropia during the follow-up. The compensating refractive changes were primarily due to the relative interocular differences in vitreous chamber growth. A comparable process of emmetropization in the development of refraction has been induced in different animal experiments by lenses to induce ametropia (Rucker et al. 2009 ). As far as we know, the effect of emmetropization on anisometropia found in our study has not previously been reported among myopes.
